Being Physical
We will think about the word hide and playing

Neon Leon was sad. Sometimes our friends are sad how
can we make them feel better? We will be looking at

a game where one person will hide under a camouflage
sheet, and we have to think who is hiding.

different pictures of children who are sad and thinking
about how we can make them feel better.
We will be playing group games with our chameleon
cards to spot if they match, taking turns to place the

Being Creative

cards one at a time and saying ‘match ‘when the cards
are the same.

Literacy-

Neon Leon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9dzFAUy3s
We will be listening to the story and recalling
what happened at the beginning, middle and
end.

Maths Number Focus 1 & 2
Focus Shape- Circle/ sphere
How many sides does a circle have? We will be
thinking about circles and spheres and where
we can find these shapes in Pre-school.
We will be counting the number of
chameleons we can find hiding on each page of
our story.
We will be using Numicon to think of
different ways to make numbers 1 & 2

Focus colour- Orange
Which two colours can be mixed to make
orange?

Learning @Pre-School
Our Special Words
Hide- When you go behind or under
something so people can’t see you.
(camouflage)
Jungle- A big forest in a hot, rainy
place. (wood/ forest)
Sad- When you don’t feel very happy
(upset, unhappy/miserable)
Match- When two or more things look
the same, they MATCH (same, copy,
identical)
Makaton Sign
Please Thank you

We are making handprints to represent
the colour groups we belong to.
We will be singing ‘Down in the Jungle’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVgIZ
_-akvw
We will be creating pictures mixing red
and yellow paint in shaving foam to see
what colour we make.
Our small world animals will be able to hide
in the jungle that we build; we will take
turns to find them with our binoculars.

The World Around Us
We will look at different animals and

Sad

Happy

decide whether they live in a jungle, what
sound they make and how they move.
We will be finding out about chameleons
and learning about what they eat and how
they catch their prey.

